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- It is an NGO funded 42 years ago, oriented to social and political intervention, always with the

objective of GENDER EQUALITY and WOMEN RIGHTS!

- We work on diversified areas like:

- Combating violence against women (care centers, shelter houses and transition houses);

- Murdered women's observatory;

- Working Group on Abortion and Sexual and Reproductive Rights;

- Sexual Assault and sexual violence group;

- Gender and education - Prevention of gender violence;

- Community intervention and social activism.

UMAR



- Entered in March 2018;

- Principal Activities plan for our organization:

Kindergaten                              Specialists                                Porto                                   Roundtable                                

Primary School                         Teachers                                   Braga                                   Focus Group 

High Schol                                                                                   Coimbra                        

Lisbon

Madeira 

Viseu

Sessions in 

schools
Training National Study Other activities

5 schools

300 participants

CHAPTER Project - Portugal



Kindergarten 

- 2 schools in Gaia city;

- Children with 4/5 years old;

- Around 100 children;

- The sessions will  be in the end of November and December.

Sessions in schools



Primary School

- 1 school in Valongo;

- 4 classes in Basic School;

- 93 participants; 

- 10 to 12 years old;

- Implementation of a pre questionnaire and post questionnaire;

- Methodology: active, reflexive and critical;

- Pedagogical games and concept maps about children rights and corporal punishment;

- The sessions were developed in November.

Sessions in Schools



High School - “future parents”

- 2 schools in Porto;

- 6 classes in High School;

- 102 participants; 

- 16 to 19 years old;

- Implementation of a pre and post questionnaire;

- Methodology: active, reflexive and critical;

- Pedagogical games and concept maps about children rights and corporal punishment;

- Two sessions took place in November with 20 participants;

- Four sessions with 80 participants will be developed in the end of November.

Sessions in Schools



Activities











Conclusions about the sessions with 
children and future parents

- All classes recognize the children's rights, however they think the convention is the same as for 

Human Rights;

- When asked if parents could physically punish their children, a majority of the children and youth 

said that they agreed:

- “When we misbehave, they can”;

- “If it is a light spanking, it’s okay”.

- “I think parents should lightly spank their children or else they will not learn.”

- “Hitting children when necessary is education”.

- However, some of the children said that “There are other ways to educate”.



Conclusions about the sessions with 
children and future parents

- When asked why parents used corporal punishment on children, the classes said that the main 

reason is the misbehave, but one class referred that “Sometimes parents have a difficult time and 

issue their anger in their children”.  

- When asked about what is acceptable or not, they mentioned as educative the light spanking that 

does not leave a mark;

- It is more acceptable fisic punishment than psychological insults. 

- “If my mom told me that I am of no use and that i only disappoint her, I would be really hurt.”

- “Words hurt more than a slap. If i could choose, i would choose the slap.”

- Every class knows that hitting a children is crime. 





Specialists Training Sessions

“Corporal Punishment: conceptualization and specificities”

- 2  training actions programmed (30 hours each one);

- First specialist training action: November with 17 participants;

- Second specialist training: December with 15 participants;

- Total: 32 participants;

- Participants: Criminologists; psychologists; social workers; education technicians and security 

forces (policies).

Training Actions



Training Actions

Specialists Training Sessions

“Corporal Punishment: conceptualization and specificities”

- Themes: 

- Violence and violences; 

- Historical and cultural framework of corporal punishment; 

- Conceptual framework of corporal punishment; 

- Legal framework and intervention with children; 

- Final assessment: "How to change the culture about corporal punishment?".





Training Actions

Teachers Training Sessions

“Corporal Punishment: conceptualization and specificities”

- 2 sessions programmed (15 participants in witch training actions);

- Accredited by Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences of University of Porto.;

- Themes: Violence and violences; Historical and cultural framework of corporal punishment; 

Conceptual framework of corporal punishment; Legal framework and intervention with children -

CPCJ; How to Intervene in School; Final assessment: "How to change the culture about corporal 

punishment?";

- The training  sessions will be developed in the December and January.



- Quantitative Study

- Expect 1200 participants (Children, future parents and parents);

Corporal Punishment and Educational Practices

- Total of the sample expected: 600 children and future parents;

- Children from 7 to 18 years old (expecting authorization from Ministry of Education);

- Participants: Schools in Braga, Coimbra, Porto, Lisbon, Viseu and Madeira.

National Study





Considerations on educational practice with children

- Total of the example expected: 600 questionnaires;

- 200 questionnaires from adults - parents (600 expected until january);

- UMAR Cores: Porto, Braga, Coimbra, Lisbon, Madeira and Viseu.

National Study





Preliminary data of the Study (Parents):

National Study

Corporal Punishment is Education

Strongly disagree 44,60%

Disagree 33,70%

Neither agree or Disagree 14,70%

Agree 4,70%

Strongly agree 0,70%

Corporal punishment harms the child

Strongly disagree 5,40%

Disagree 30,10%

Neither agree or Disagree 17,20%

Agree 20,40%

Strongly agree 22,60%



Preliminary data of the Study (Parents):

National Study

Corporal punishment should be prohibited by 

law, and adults doing it should be reported.

Strongly disagree 11,80%

Disagree 22,60%

Neither agree or Disagree 22,60%

Agree 23,70%

Strongly agree 14,00%

Only bad parents beat their children.

Strongly disagree 34,40%

Disagree 41,90%

Neither agree or Disagree 12,10%

Agree 0,00%

Strongly agree 5,40%



Preliminary data of the Study (Parents):

National Study

If I see an adult hitting a child in a public space (public 

transport, street, shopping, etc.), what i do is:

Ignore because it's not my responsibility 3,20%

Ignore even if i think its wrong 19,40%

I Intervene, but only if it crosses the line. 66,70%

I always intervene 3,20%



Roundtable “Children’s Rights and Corporal Punishment in Portugal”

- Realized in 31st October 2018;

- 30 participants;

- Participants: Criminologists; psychologists; social workers; education technicians; doctors; 

researchers and teachers;

- Themes: Conceptualization and history of corporal punishment; Legal Framework of Corporal 

Punishment and Ethical issues in intervention with children.

Other activities





Focus Group

- Beggining in January;

- 3 focus group - 2 of specialists and 1 with teachers;

- 6 participants each.

- Participants: trainees of the training actions with specialists and teachers;

Other activities



- We begin in the last period of the school year - Portuguese schools do not accept to implement

projects at the end of the school year - Portuguese schools have educational programs that define the

objectives, actions and projects that the school will participate in the school year;

- 3 months of the implementation of the Project were school holidays in Portugal which made the

Project difficult because we had to postpone all actions (in schools and training actions from October -

beginning of the school year in Portugal is at the end of September).

Challenges



- Schools welcomed the project;

- Theme is considered important in schools, teachers and technicians;

- There is awareness of the technicians and teachers in relation to the theme Corporal Punishment.

Sucesses



Thank you!


